Boats of Interest

Buccaneer
Enforcer 550
– Kiwi through and through

When Buccaneer Boat’s
Gerry Gerrand was
designing a smaller RIB
to add to the company’s
range, he visualised an
all-purpose ‘Kiwi’ boat.
Grant Dixon went to the
Bay of Islands to put the
Buccaneer Enforcer 550
through its paces…

G

erry didn’t want to
produce yet another
‘superyacht style’
RIB tender, but
something a little
more practical for the type of
activities Kiwis like to use their
boats for.
He re-worked an existing
spare Buccaneer 530 hull mould,
incorporating the flanges that
would support the tubes and
designed a practical centreThree rear lockers house
the batteries, washdown
pump and hose as well
as more dry storage.
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console with lots of storage space
and with help from Manta Marine,
created a solid bimini strong
enough to tow a wakeboarder
from.
In early January I met Gerry and
wife Jenny, along with members
of their family, in the Bay of
Islands. They were making their
annual pilgrimage to camp on
Urupukapuka Island – the family
were in the DoC camp and Jerry
and Jenny were aboard their

Formula 54 launch Blackbeard.
The Enforcer 550 was being
used as both a tender and for
family fishing, diving and water
toys fun – exactly what Gerry had
envisaged it for.
Picking me up at Rawhiti,
Gerry, with grandson Fin Watson
on board, headed out into the
middle of the bay for a quick fish.
The action was a little slow, but
we ended up with a nice snapper
for dinner and Fin was given a

The Buccaneer Enforcer 550
RIB is a multi-use trailerboat
which has nice lines and a
hull performance to match.

The inflatable tubes offer not only great stability and a comfortable place
to sit, but also help create a dry ride by deflecting the spray.

workout on a kingfish that didn’t
quite make the grade and was
released.
I had a short scrap with what
was likely a big snapper that ran
me to ground, breaking through
my light 20lb trace – but if you
don’t weigh it, don’t say it!
A couple of hours on board
working soft-baits gave me an
excellent feel for the boat. With
the way the hull flange design
locates two-thirds of the tubes

Plenty of
cockpit space
for fishing. A
removeable
baitboard
can be
mounted on
the tow rack.

outside the gunwale line, there
was plenty of internal space –
something not always evident on
RIBs of this size.
There was good ‘toe space’ at
the rear of the boat too, enabling
the angler to get to grips with a
decent fish. There was plenty of
space for the three of us to fish
unimpeded – Fin worked the
bow area while Gerry and I fished
out of the back. The tubes are
great to sit on and fish from and

the Burnsco double helm seat
has a reversible back, providing
comfortable seating regardless of
which way you are facing.
An 70-litre Engel chilly bin in
the cockpit didn’t impinge on the
anglers’ space. As we were lure
fishing, Gerry had removed the
bait board which, when in place,
is fixed to the ski tow-frame.
It was stowed in the forward
compartment of the centre
console.

There is a remarkable amount
of storage aboard for a centreconsole vessel of this size. The
helm position has been slightly
offset to starboard, leaving space
on the port side for three vertical,
open storage areas which are
well protected by the custom
Sandbrook screen, as well as a
set of clears which have still to be
added. A fire extinguisher, small
tackle box, cellphone and odds
and ends occupied these spaces

Fin Watson puts the hurt on a
kingfish under the watchful eye
of granddad Gerry Gerrand.
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1) The Manta bimini not only provides shelter from the elements, but is strong
enough to tow a wakeboard from; 2) The boat features a full walk-around.
Note the engine control outside of the centre console; 3) The helm station will
take up to 14” screens; 4 & 6) There is plenty of storage in the centre console,
accessed via a forward hatch; 5) The ground tackle is stored under the deck,
just forward of the centre console; 7) There are three storage compartments in
the centre console, created by the slightly offset helm position; 8) Reversable
backrests are incorporated into the helm seat, with more dry storage beneath.

– all stuff you need close at hand
but also kept out of the elements.
There is a large storage area
under the double helm seat
where the fenders and drogue
were placed, and a further three
compartments set into the
transom, accessed via hatches.
One contains the batteries and
isolating switch, the other the
washdown hose and the third is
for general storage.
Under the cockpit floor is space
for a 22-litre tote tank and on the
test boat there was a 100-litre
underfloor fuel tank. The tote tank
space looked as though it would
hold a couple of dive bottles
along with weight belts.
In the forward section of
the centre console is another
large storage space, the lift-up
hatch for which incorporates an
upholstered seat.
Gerry says it would be possible
to fit a small chemical toilet
there as required. Underfloor in
the forward section is room for
the anchor, chain and warp with
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another small storage area under
the step-up access to the fairlead.
There is plenty of rod storage.
Four holders are set into the
transom with more in the bimini
– a good number given the
intended multiple use of this rig.
The bimini folds down for storage.
The deck is clad in U-Dek and
offers good grip. There are several
handholds placed strategically
around the vessel. LED courtesy
lights illuminate the deck space
at night.
Electronics wise, a nine-inch
Lowrance Elite sounder/chartplotter dominates the helm
station and there is room for up
to 14-inch screens. A GME stereo
and G-Com VHF also feature
and there are both standard
12-volt and USB sockets, along
with a battery status indicator.
Interestingly, the throttle/gear
shift is located on the outside of
the centre console pod.
For divers and swimmers, there
is a ladder on the transom and a
small swim step to make getting
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Looking to fish
out wide…

Look no further than the…
BILLFISHER 735
Features include: full walk-around deck + proven blue water performance + XL 280l fuel capacity + lock up
cabin + two livebait tank options + removeable baitboard + electric toilet + 80l freshwater tank + many
sportfishing and overnighting options. Available in three models – Billfisher 565 | 650 | 735

VISIT US FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO FIND A DEALER NEAR YOU

www.buccaneer.co.nz

back on board easier.
The Enforcer 550 is powered
by a Mercury 90hp four-stroke
outboard. Gerry ran the boat at
a comfortable cruising speed of
25mph, the tachometer showing
just under 4000rpm. A quick burst
of throttle saw the speed jump
to 35mph at just over 5000rpm.
No fuel figures were available,
but with potentially 122 litres on
board, the boat is going to have a
huge range.
Gerry’s grandkids are right into
their wake-boarding. The Enforcer
550 is a good tow boat with the
rope run off the rear of the bimini,
providing as much height as
possible.
The vessel is a dry one. While
the day was mirror-calm, we took
on multiple wakes created by
large launches and the Enforcer
handled these well, with very
little – if any – spray thrown up.
It is also easy to keep the
fishing space clean. Blood from
one of the fish had splattered
around the cockpit area but

a quick hose out with the
washdown flushed away the
blood and water via a scupper
into the bilge where the bilge
pump sent it overboard.
The pontoons, given the way
they are attached with more of
their diameter outboard than
inboard, deflect much of the
spray. Created by Southern
Pacific, Gerry likes the fact they
are made from PVC and the
seams are fully welded rather
than glued. Hypalon tubes are
another option.
All boating is all about
compromise. The Enforcer 550 is
a practical dive/fish rig, but still
able to cater for water sports,
whether wake-boarding, skiing or
towing toys.
I was impressed by the stability
of the boat. It was comfortable to
fish from and the bimini provides
an element of shade. In meeting
Gerry’s criteria of an all-rounder, it
well and truly ticks the boxes. 
The Enforcer 550 has a wide beam. Thanks
to the unique placement of the tubes offcentre of the gunwale line.
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It’s not possible to resist a
reel that looks like this!
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V900

Rope/Chain or All Chain Option.
For Effortless Anchor Recovery.
Suitable for boats up to 10 mtrs.
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A James Nilsson Seawinch gives you fast recovery
with plenty of reserve power and low battery drain.
Auto brake prevents back run for safety and control.
Install or remove in minutes. NEW ZEALAND made.
Lower ratio models are available for slower speed
utility and docking operations. Prices are for 12v DC.
24v option extra. Prices include GST.
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CH400 Marine
$
1279.95
including switch

CHS800 Marine davit winch
$
1711.20

C400

C1600

C800

for boats to 7m

for boats to 14m

for boats to 11m

including switch

including switch

including switch

control system extra

902.75 $2283.90 $1243.15

$

• 69 Hillside Road, Glenfield, Auckland • Tel: (09) 444 5219 • Fax: (09) 444 5222 • Email: sales@jamesnilsson.co.nz
• www.jamesnilsson.com • Freight extra ex Glenfield store: Auckland Metro $6.00 Other N.I. $11.00 All S.I. $18.00
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ELEMENT
SONAR | GPS

LET’S TURN UP THE RESOLUTION
WITH ELEMENT™ AND HYPERVISION™ LIFELIKE SONAR IMAGING
BRIGHT AND RUGGED

REALVISION™ 3D BUILT-IN

Sunlight viewable displays with integrated GPS/
GNSS receiver.

Accurately identify the location of ledges,
channel beds, and other contour changes.

SUPERIOR HYPERVISION™

FAST QUAD-CORE PROCESSOR

1.2 megahertz CHIRP sonar technology delivers
much higher resolution imaging compared to
conventional side and down scanning sonars.

For instantaneous chart re-draw and
sharp 3D imaging.

Auckland - 09 415 8303
Tauranga - 07 927 9270
Whangarei - 09 438 6353
LAB0237

